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										About Simplexity Travel

									

								

																						
									
										We are London’s leading bespoke travel management company. Based from our Mayfair offices, we provide luxury travel services for corporate and private clients who want only the best.
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Our History

Simplexity Travel was founded in 2011 in response to a growing demand among busy professionals seeking luxury and outstanding service for their business and leisure travel. 

Now based in Mayfair, and with our portfolio of services very much amplified since those early days, we continue to adhere to those founding principles.

From the outset we sought to forge memberships and partnerships across our industry in order to enhance our client offering still further.   

In 2015, Simplexity Travel became one of only a handful of founding members in Europe able to meet the rigorous criteria required to join the hugely prestigious Virtuoso network. Virtuoso is an industry leader in luxury travel and our membership has enabled us to give our clients access to an unparalleled array of VIP amenities, upgrades, experiences, preferred rates and complimentary extras not available to the general public.





SPEAK TO OUR TRAVEL EXPERTS TODAY
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Three years later we forged another key relationship when we joined The Focus Partnership, the leading business travel consortium for our sector. The group’s collective size has in turn enabled us to give our clients unprecedented access to a whole range of exclusive deals, including preferential rates with more than 60 carriers.

2020 has seen us join Westminster Business Council, giving us further businesses advantages which we will in turn pass on to our clients. 

Simplexity Travel has also enjoyed successful partnerships outside the travel industry too. In 2016 we became the official travel partner of Norwich City FC and we currently deliver first class travel solutions to Millwall, Brentford and Birmingham football clubs.
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Speak to our Media Travel team today
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Over the years we have also increased the services we offer. Our events division has enjoyed particular success, and since 2015 we have been one of the few official overseas travel agents for Wembley Stadium, able to provide clients from outside the UK with ticket and travel options to suit every need. All our clients at home and abroad are afforded rare access to the private facilities at this iconic venue, thanks to our 12-seat, long-side box.

Simplexity Travel is also delighted to be a member of three of the industry’s most pre-eminent organisations, ABTA, IATA and ATOL, further ensuring our clients complete peace of mind.
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Our Approach

Here at Simplexity Travel we are delighted to count household names from the worlds of sport, music, fashion, film and TV among our clients. All have one thing in common: a need for innovative, cost-effective and well-executed travel solutions.

Whether it is handling flight tickets and transfers, booking accommodation or transferring equipment, we offer a one-stop shop for all things travel-related. That means no more having to waste precious time by arranging everything piecemeal. Instead just one phone call to a company with limitless resources and global contacts who will ensure that no detail of an itinerary, no matter how complicated, is overlooked.

The services we offer are totally bespoke; you will not find a one-size-fits-all approach at Simplexity Travel. Whatever you require, whether it’s a private island or special dietary requirements, we are here to facilitate it. 

All our clients are assigned a dedicated travel manager, with a team that works 24/7, 365 days a year. Unlike many of our competitors, we don’t charge an additional fee for this service either. 

In short, we will do everything possible to make sure you remember your trip – be it for business or pleasure – and for all the right reasons.
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Testimonials


“Couldn’t recommend Simplexity Travel enough, both Kyle and Rob were amazing. After being stuck in Argentina and not having a clue how I would get back home Kyle and Rob both helped. They were able to arrange flights and keep me informed with everything. They even called me on the morning of the flight to check I had made it to the airport safely.

Excellent service, Kyle and Rob are both great assets to the company.”




DANIEL SMITH


“Incredible service from Mark who found a way to get me home when it was looking as though I would be stuck in Australia. Highly recommend to anyone. Top class service was also organised for my layover day. Thank you!!!”




KATY EVANS


“A million thank-you’s to this wonderful company and specifically Mark (Smith) for getting my brother home safely from Thailand during this worrying time! From the very start, Mark was fast, efficient, and so helpful. He was extremely responsive to messages, and constantly kept me up-to-date with any progress regarding repatriating my brother!! I feel their booking fee was also fair & reasonably-priced, considering the amount of work that they did on my behalf when desperately searching for suitable flights!! This company was recommended to me by some one else, and I would also HIGHLY recommend them. 5*”




KIRSTY HUTCHINSON


“So I used these guys for the first time to a recent trip to NYC and I will now keep using them. The attention to detail and the ease of actually talking to a human if their was anything I was unsure of was incredible. The only way to travel for me now!!! 

I used to have my pa book most of my travel but these guys attention to detail and stress free approach is just brilliant. Thank you the Simplexity Team and look forward to my upcoming trip to dubai.”




KELBIE CHANNEL


“Amazing service combined with incredible knowledge of all travel potential variations , Quality above all else , making booking your travel needs look simple – but they REALLY come to the fore when a little thing goes wrong that they sort before it becomes major ruining your trip”




JOHN BRANDLER, Brandler Galleries


“Working with Simplexity Travel is hands down the smoothest and most pleasurable experience we have ever had with a travel management company. Mark and his team know instinctively what it is we require, identifying and implementing creative travel solutions every step of the way.

“Our schedules are often complex and subject to last minute changes, but rather than be fazed by this, they relish the challenge!

“Simplexity Travel’s knowledge, round the clock service, global contacts and ability to come in on budget are absolutely second to none.”




JOHN THOMPSON, Distiller Music 









Professional Travel-planners with a Wealth of Experience


CLICK HERE TO MEET THE TEAM







Our Partners












Our Travel Managers have an extensive network of partners to draw on when we are delivering our bespoke travel services to our discerning private and corporate clients. View some of our prestigious travel partners below.
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